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Language: English . Brand New Book. Ufrieda Ho s compelling memoir describes with intimate
detail what it was like to come of age in the marginalized Chinese community of Johannesburg
during the apartheid era of the 1970s and 1980s. The Chinese were mostly ignored, as Ho describes
it, relegated to certain neighborhoods and certain jobs, living in a kind of gray zone between the
blacks and the whites. As long as they adhered to these rules, they were left alone. Ho describes the
separate journeys her parents took before they knew one another, each leaving China and Hong
Kong around the early1960s, arriving in South Africa as illegal immigrants. Her father eventually
became a so-called u201cfahfee man, u201d running a small-time numbers game in the black
townships, one of the few opportunities available to him at that time. In loving detail, Ho describes
her father s work habits: the often mysterious selection of numbers at the kitchen table, the
carefully-kept account ledgers, and especially the daily drives into the townships, where he
conducted business on street corners from the seat of his car. Sometimes Ufrieda accompanied...
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Reviews
This pdf can be worthy of a read through, and superior to other. It generally does not expense excessive. Its been printed in an exceptionally simple way
and it is just soon after i finished reading this ebook in which in fact modified me, change the way i really believe.
-- Mr . Aug ust Her miston PhD
It is really an awesome ebook that we actually have actually study. It can be loaded with wisdom and knowledge Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Colema n O r tiz
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